
December 20, 2017
Joanna L. Jenkins, Ph.D.

Howard University
525 Bryant Street N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20059

MADE Internship Program Selection Committee:

 It is with great pleasure and enthusiasm that I am writing to recommend Amber Swain for the MADE Internship Program. I 
have known Amber over the past two years as her professor in the Strategic Communication program at Howard University. Amber 
ranks among the top tier of students I have taught.

Amber is a mature and dedicated student who has readily demonstrated a commitment to excellence. I have witnessed Amber 
consistently perform at superior levels. During the time I have known Amber, she has distinguished herself as a charismatic, 
meticulous, and critical thinker. 

Amber has numerous positive attributes, which exemplify her commitment and dedication. Throughout our coursework Amber’s 
contributions have led to the development of unique solutions, fresh strategies, and formidable research. Amber is a true talent with 
awesome written and oral story-telling abilities. She is well suited as both a team player and a natural leader. During projects, Amber 
has demonstrated dedication, proactive leadership, and the ability to work independently. Amber balances a diverse background with 
academic excellence. Moreover, Amber exhibits a positive attitude and pleasant disposition. 

Based on her achievements, aptitude, and enthusiasm, I highly recommend Amber Swain for the MADE Internship Program. Her 
selection presents an ideal opportunity to assure her impending success and cultivate a mutually beneficial relationship. It is exciting to 
think of her growth and contribution. Your program is ideally suited to Ambers’ needs and talents. Amber will be coming to you with 
the qualities of genuineness, intelligence, and creativity. She will also bring her perspective and abilities in scholarly research, data, 
and complex analysis. 

Please give Amber Swain your strongest consideration. As a professor and communications professional, it is my opinion that Amber 
is representative of the talent that can elicit a major global impact. If you should need any additional information please feel free to 
contact me at 202 806 5123 or at Joanna.jenkins@howard.com.

Sincerely,
 

Joanna Jenkins, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor 
Advertising & PR Program Coordinator
Howard University 
Department of SLMC
Joanna.jenkins@howard.com.
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